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A careful analysis of the teacher-student relationship at any 
level, inside or outside the school, reveals its fundamen
tally narrative character. This relationship involves a nar

rating Subject (the teacher) and patient, listening objects (the 
students). The contents, whether values or empirical dimensions of 
reality, tend in the process of being narrated to become lifeless and 
petrified. Education.is su~ frQm~narrat\Qn sicla!~].s, 

The teacher talks about reality as if it were motionless, static, 
compartmentalized, and predictable. Or else he expounds on a topic 
completely alien to the existential experience of the students. His 
task is to "fill" the students with the contents of his narration
contents which are detached from reality, disconnected from the 
totality that engendered them and could give them significance. 
'Yor~.s ar.~ emptied of their concreteness and become a hollow, l.ilien
ared.~!!.d..alieDating yerbQ.sit¥. 

The outstanding characteristic of this narrative education, then, 
is the sQ!!Q:r:..U:x QfW9rd_s~ QQttb~!L tran~Q.J,:ming_-p.mY~r. "Four times 
four is sixteen; the capital of Para is Belem." The student records, 
memorizes, and repeats these phrases without perceiving what four 
times four really means, or realizing the true significance of "capital" 
in the affirmation "the capital of Para is Belem," that is, what Belem 
means for Para and what Para means fur Brazil. 

Narration (With the teacher as narrator) leads the students to 
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memorize mechanically the narrated content. Worse yet, it turns 
them into "containers," into "receptacles" to be "filled" by the 
teacher. The more completely she fills the receptacles, the better a 
teacher she is. The more meekly the receptacles permit themselves 
to be filled, the better students they are. 

Education thus becomes an act of depositing, in which the stu
dents are the depositories and the teacher is the depositor. l.n.stea4, 
of cOIDmuniG!lt(Q~h~Jeach~r.issue!i communiques and makes de
P9sit.s_~l!!£h the__!itltdents patiently receive, memorize, and~pe!lt. 

This is'J!l~.~·_l:!an.Jdng=-J~oncept of educatiolL_ in~'!YhicQ _!I1~ scope of 
action allow~d t,Q thestude.nts extends only as far as receiving, filing, 
and storing the_geposits. They do, it is true, have the opportunity 
to become collectors or cataloguers of the things they store. But in 
the last analysis, it is the people themselves who are filed_~y 

through the lack of creativity, transformation, and knowledge in this 
(at best) misguided system."'For apart from inquiry, apart from the 
praxis, individuals cannot be truly human. Knowledge emerges only 
through invention and re-invention, through the restless, impatient, 
continuing, hopeful inquiry human beings pursue in the world, with 
the world, and with each other. 

In the banking concept of education, knowledge is a gift bestowed 
by those who consider themselves knowledgeable upon those whom 
they consider to know nothing. lXojecting an absolute. ignorance 
onto others, a characteristic of the ideology of oppression, n~g~!~s 

education and .k!!owledge~ QrQ£~~!>..~~QfjIlqutry. The teacher pre
sents himself to his students as their necessary opposite; by consid
ering their ignorance absolute, he justifies his own existence. The 
students, alienated like the slave in the Hegelian dialectic, accept 
their ignorance as justifying the teacher's existence-but, unlike the 
slave, ~er discover that they_~cl\lgat~ the teacher, 

The raison d'etre of libertarian education, on the other hand, lies 
in its drive towards reconciliation. f:duc.ation must...l.2_~n .wJlhthe 
sQ!ill:ion of theJ.eacher-shl,l:l~llL.c.Qn!radictioJl, by reconciling th.~ 

Roles of the contradiction ~Q_1h~Lb.Q!h_aI'~ simultaneously tellGhe.rs 
If.__<__and students.. 
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This solution is not (nor can it be) found in the banking concept. 
On the contrary, b.~nlsil}g ed~tion_ma.!!!~!!!s~~nd even stimulates 
tb_~__GQl}tnt.diCti01L1hIP1Wt the fQll(Mjng attitudes and practices, 
~bj~h.Jpirl"Qr oppressive society as a whole: 

(a) the teacher teaches and the students are taught; 
(b)	 the te~~heIk:n.IDY~ID'~el"yf:hingand the students know nothing; 
(c) the teacher.thtnks.and the students are thought about; 
(d) the teacher talks and the students listen-meekly; 
(e) the tea,9_h~I"~Q~£.imjI!esand the students are disciplined; 
(f)	 the te.a~heu:.h_o,Q~e.s and enforces his choice, and the students 

comply; 
(g)	 the teacher, acts and the students have the illusion of acting 

through the action of the teacher; 
(h)	 the tep.ch_er~bQ.Q~e~the_p~.cQn.tent,and the students 

(who were not consulted) adapt to it; 
(i)	 the t~a,chercQnfus.es<l~jluthQri!YD£.knQWJe.dgewith his or 

het: own.pmfe.ssiQm!La,ltthQIity, which she and he sets in oppo
sition to the freedom of the students; 

(j)	 the..Jeache.rJ.Lthe Subje.£Lofthe. learningpjpeess, while the 
pupils are. mereobjects, 

It is not surprising that the banking concept of education regards 
men as adaptable, manageable beings. The more students work at 
storing the deposits entrusted to them, the less they develop the 
critical consciousness which would result from their intervention in 
the world as transformers of that world The more completely they 
accept the passive role imposed on them, the more they tend simply 
to adapt to the world as it is and to the fragmented view of reality 
deposited in them. 

The capability of banking education to minimize or annul the 
students' creative power and to stimulate their credulity serves the 
interests of the oppressors, who care neither to have the world re
vealed nor to see it transformed. 1;he oImressors us~ thei~hul!l~i~ 

trrianism" to_preSeIY~.!l.PlQ"fiJa,!?t~~t~atiol!.Thus they react almost 
instinctiYcl}:~.a,g!liI!st a,l}Y~~erJ.num.t in edl!~tJ.QO which stimulates 
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the critical faculties and is not content with a partial view of reality 
but always seeks out the ties which link one point to another and 
one problem to another. 

Indeed, the interests of the oppressors lie in "changing the con
sciousness of the oppressed, not the situation which oppresses 
them",' for the more the oppressed can be led to adapt to that 
situation, the more easily they can be dominated. To achieve this 
end, the 0Pl?!.~~~s l!se~anki!!_g_concejJ!_Qf~~(!!!~~tioni!l.son
j1ID£tjQ.l.L~i!h~apaternalisticsocial action apparatus, within which 
the oppressed receive the euphemistic title of "welfare recipients." 
They are treated as individua.Lc.ases, as marginal persons who devi
ate from the general configuration of a "good, organized, and just" 
society. Th~Ql?~ss~.gJ!I"~J,·~~ge<!~J:h~..pathology of the healthy 
sQ£i~~ which must therefore adjust these "incompetent and lazy" 
folk to its own patterns by ch~I!.g!l!gJ!teiI_!Jle!!tality. These marginals 
need !9be. "i.l!te.gr~ated," "incorporated" into the healthy society that 
they have "forsaken." 

The truth is, however, that the oppressed are not "marginals, " are 
not people living "outside" society. They have always been 
"inside"-inside the structure which made them "beings for others." 
Th~..£QlutiQ.!!j.s not to "integrate" them into the structure of oppres
sion, but tQlnl!!~f()l"ffithat str!!gt!!I~ so that t!t.ID'~£~nQ~~QJ:l1~.~bJ~ings 
for~the:mselves." Such transformation, of course, would undermine 
the oppressors' purposes; hence their utilization of the banking con
cept of education to avoid the threat of student conscientizacdo. 

The banking approach to adult education, for example, will never 
propose to students that they critically consider reality. It will deal 
instead with such vital questions as whether Roger gave green grass 
to the goat, and insist upon the importance of learning that, on the 
contrary, Roger gave green grass to the rabbit. The "humanism" of 
the banking approach masks the effort to turn women and men into 
automatonS-the very negation of their 0.D.!()lQg!cal_YQCl:l!!PU to be 
more fullYl!!1J!L8J1' 

1. Simone de Beauvoir, La Pensk de Droite, Aujord'hui (Paris); ST, El Pensami
ento politico de la Derecha (Buenos Aires, 1963), p. 34. 
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Those who use the banking approach, knowingly or unknowingly 
(for there are innumerable well-intentioned bank-clerk teachers who 
do not realize that they are serving only to dehumanize), fail to 
perceive that the deposits themselves contain contradictions about 
reality. But, sooner or later, these contradictions may lead formerly 
passive students to turn against their domestication and the attempt 
to domesticate reality. They may discover through existential experi
ence that their present way of life is irreconcilable with their voca
tion to become fully human. They may perceive through their 
relations with reality that reality is really a process, undergoing 
constant transformation. If men and women are searchers and their 
ontological vocation is humanization, sooner or later they may per
ceive the contradiction in which banking education seeks to main
tain them, and then engage themselves in the struggle for their 
liberation. 

But the humanist, revolutionary educator cannot wait for thispos
~iQili!Y to !llateri~~~-: ~rol!1~tlt_~ o1,1Jset._h~[ ef[or1;~m~stSQinci~e 
with tb-91~,.2f...!E~?Id~~ts J2 _~ngg~jn _<:!:!!ic.lll thip.kiI'lg and the 
qu.estJQLIllutual humanization. His efforts must be imbued with a 

----,.~".~----

profound trust in people and their creative power. To achieve this, 
they must be partners of the students in their relations with them. 

The banking concept does not admit to such partnership-and 
necessarily so. To resolve the teacher-student contradiction, to ex
change the role of depositor, prescriber, domesticator, for the role 
of student among students would be to undermine the power of 
oppression and serve the cause of liberation. 

!!!l1!Jicit in the banking conce.p-t is tHe assumption of a <!!~hot2J.DY 

~etw.~~!Lhuman Q~!p.gs and the world: aJ?~~~~~!_e1xi1!_the 
~!l<h_not with the world or with others; tb!Lindividual i~ ~~o~!~t~lr> 

!l2!- xe-~el!.t.()r. In this view, the person is not a conscious bein$ 
(corpo conscientet; he or sh~ is rather .!..h"~..pQ.ssess()_r,Qf~ conscious
I!~~s: €!!l empty, "mind" p~ively op~ to the recention of deposI~ 

of reality from the world outside. For example, my desk, my books,
__....,~~_,~",.. ~ ~ , - 0 , .,,_~. 

my coffee cup, all the objects before me-as bits of the world which 
surround me-would be "inside" me, exactly as I am inside my 
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study right now. This view makes no distinction between being ac
cessible to consciousness and entering consciousness. The distinc
tion, however, is essential: the objects which surround me are simply 
accessible to my consciousness, not located within it. I am aware of 
them, but they are not inside me. 

It follows logically from the banki~on of consciousness that 
the educator's role is to !~I~tethfLwa~thew9rld "enters into" the 
~!lldents. The teacher's task is to organize a process which already 
occurs spontaneously, to "filCthestlldents 2.Y1IH!kiI;lg d~p_()sits of 
infoXill!!tkm which he or she considers to constitute true knowledge.2 

And since people "receive" the world as passive entities, education 
should make them more passive still, and adapt them to the world. 
The educated individual is the adapted person, because she or he 
is better "fit" for the world. Translated into practice, this concept is 
well suited to the purposes of the oppressors, whose tranquility rests 
on how well people fit the world the oppressors have created, and 
how little they question it. 

The more completely the majority adapt to the purposes which 
the dominant minority prescribe for them (thereby depriving them 
of the right to their own purposes), the more easily the minority can 
continue to prescribe. The theory and practice of banking education 
serve this end quite efficiently. Verbalistic lessons, reading require
ments.P the methods for evaluating "knowledge," the distance be
tween the teacher and the taught, the criteria for promotion: 
everything in this ready-to-wear approach serves to obviate 
thinking. 

The bank-clerk educator does not realize that there is no true 
security in his hypertrophied role, that one must seek to live with 
others in solidarity. One cannot impose oneself, nor even merely 

2. This concept corresponds to what Sartre calls the "digestive" or "nutritive" 
concept of education, in which knowledge is "fed" by the teacher to the students 
to "fill them out." See Jean-Paul Sartre, "Une idee fundamentals de la phenomeno
logie de Husserl: Lmtentionahte," Situations I (Paris, 1947). 

3. For example, some professors specify in their reading lists that a book should 
be read from pages 10 to 15-and do this to "help" their studentsI 
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co-exist with one's students. Solidarity requires true communica
tion, and the concept by which such an educator is guided fears and 
proscribes communication. 

Yet only through communication can human life hold meaning. 
The teachers thinking is authenticated only by the authenticity of 
the students' thinking. The teacher cannot think for her students, 
nor can she impose her thought on them. ~uth~l!!!g.JhinkingJhink
iVg_t4.~Ljl con~rp~~h.Q.ll..Lr£.a.li.ty... dQ~1Ln9t tak~ place in ivory 
tQW~r.isol~!!QI1..J2u,tool¥-.in... CQIDmJ!!!ica!!Qn. If it is true that thought 
has meaning only when generated by action upon the world, the 
subordination of students to teachers becomes impossible. 

Because banking education begins with a false understanding of 
men and women as objects, it cannot promote the development 
of what Fromm calls "biophilj," but instead produces its opposite: 
"necrophily" 

While life is characterizedby growth in a structured, functional 
manner, t,ge necrophilous person loves all that does not grmv, all 
that is mechanical. The necrophilous person is driven by the 
desire to transform the organic into the inorganic, to approach 
life mechanically, as if all livingpersons were things. . . . Mem
ory, rather than experience; having, rather than being, is what 
counts: The necrophilous person can relate to an object-a 
flower or a person-only if he possesses it; hence a threat to his 
possession is a threat to himself; if he loses possession he loses 
contact with the world.... He loves control, and in the act of 
controlling he kills life. 4 

Oppression-~.dro!J)g.contrQI-:-is. necrophilic, it is nour
ished by love of death, not life. The banking concept of education, 
which serves the interests of oppression, is also necrophilic. Based 
on a mechanistic, static, naturalistic, spatialized view of conscious
ness, it transforms students into receiving objects. It attempts to 
control thinking and action, leads women and men to adjust to the 
world, and inhibits their creative power. 

4. Fromm, op. cit., p. 41. 
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When their efforts to act responsibly are frustrated, when they 
find themselves unable to use their faculties, people suffer. "This 
suffering due to impotence is rooted in the very fact that the human 
equilibrium has been disturbed."5 But the inability to act which 
causes people's anguish also causes them to reject their impotence, 
by attempting 

. . . to restore [their] capacity to act. But can [they], and how? 
One way is to submit to and identify with a person or group 
having power. By this symbolic participation in another person's 
life, [men have] the illusion ofacting, when in reality [they] only 
submit to and become a part of those who act.6 

Populist manifestations perhaps best exemplify this type of behav
ior by the oppressed, who, by identifying with charismatic leaders, 
come to feel that they themselves are active and effective. The rebel
lion they express as they emerge in the historical process is moti
vated by that desire to act effectively. T.QJl.2ominant elites consider 
~medI to be !!l0re~domination and r~Rr.~ssio!h.£l!!E!~tl~Ol!t ill 
the!!aD!~£(!t~gQIJl.,.Qrc!e.r" and social peace (ili~U~_the_.p~.l:19.~Qf. 
the ~~lj.t~~. Thus they can condemn-logically, from their point of 
view-"the violence of a strike by workers and [can] call upon the 
state in the same breath to use violence in putting down the strike."? 
~as t~ exercise..ofd()~n~t!Qn~t~mula~es the credulity 

Qfstu<l~glS., ~!!h ~he!deol()gj£~jntent (of!~E._~Q!J;~erceiv~<iQy.egu

<;ator~LQf indoctrinat~n_K!lJ~~~!cQJ~dl:1PtJ9,th~wodd of oppres~I} .. 
This accusation is not made in the naive hope that the dominant 
elites will thereby simply abandon the practice. Its objective is to 
call the attention of true humanists to the fact that they cannot use 
banking educational methods in the pursuit of liberation, for they 
would only negate that very pursuit. Nor maya revolutionary society 
inherit these methods from an oppressor society. The revolutionary 
society which practices banking education is either misguided or 

5. iu«. p. 31. 
6. Ibid. 
1. Reinhold Niebuhr, Moral Manand ImmoralSociety (New York, 1960), p. 130. 
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mistrusting of people. In either event, it is threatened by the specter 

of reaction. 
Unfortunately, those who espouse the cause of liberation are 

themselves surrounded and influenced by the climate which gener
ates the banking concept, and often do not perceive its true signifi
cance or its dehumanizing power. Paradoxically, then, they utilize 
this same instrument of alienation in what they consider an effort 
to liberate. Indeed, some "revolutionaries" brand as "innocents," 
"dreamers," or even "reactionaries" those who would challenge this 
educational practice. But one does not liberate people by alienating 
them. Authentic liberation-the process of humanization-is not 
another deposit to be made in men. Liberation is a praxis: the action 
and reflection of men and women upon their world in order to 
transform it. Those truly committed to the cause of liberation can 
accept neither the mechanistic concept ofconsciousness as an empty 
vessel to be filled, nor the use of banking methods of domination 
(propaganda, slogans-deposits) in the name of liberation. 

ThQse truly~d to lilieration... ~~!:~kct th~Lhanking con
c~in its~!!!:ire!y, adopting instead a concept of women and men 
as conscious beings, and consciousness as consciousness intent upon 
the world. T~§!il!>~Jldon the educational goal of deposit-mak
i~m.!.~t!~a.~~ it ~'Yitl! the posing of theproljlems of human beings 
in their r~4U9ns with the world. "Problem-posing" education, re-
L.. . u· - .. ,~ -- .,' '. -- ~ ,,' -"".._,-- 

sp-ondin~.!9 the essence of c~nsciousne~intentionality-rejects 
co.l!!!!!y.niql1.s~.ang ~ITIQo.d~~s communication. It epitomizes the spe
cial characteristic of consciousness: being conscious of, not only as 
intent on objects but as turned in upon itself in a }asperian 
"split"-consciousness as consciousness of consciousness. 

Liberating education consists in acts of<:QgDition, not transferrals 
o£jnfurmlltiQ~n. It is a learning situation in which the cognizable 
object (far from being the end of the cognitive act) intermediates 
the cognitive actors-teacher on the one hand and students on the 
other. Accordingly, the practice of problem-posing education entails 
at the outset that the teacher-student contradiction to be resolved. 
Dialogical relations-indispensable to the capacity of cognitive 
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actors to cooperate in perceiving the same cognizable object-are 
otherwise impossible. 

Indeed, problem-posing education, which breaks with the vertical 
patterns characteristic of banking education, can fulfill its function 
as the practice of freedom only if it can overcome the above contra
diction. Through dialogue, the teacher-of-the-students and the stu
dents-of-the-teacher cease to exist and a new term emerges: teacher
student with students-teachers. 1J1e teacher is no longer merely 
the-one-who-teaches, but one who is himself taught in dialogue with 
the students, who in turn while being taught also teach. They be
come jointly responsible for a process in which all grow. In this 
process, arguments based on "authority" are no longer valid; in order 
to function, a!!thority must be on ~ci.~We..,qC!m,. rtoL(lgainsf 
it Here, no one teaches another, nor is anyone self-taught. People 
teach eaclLQth~r, mOOialed.l>Ylhe.~Q.dd., by the cognizable objects 
which in banking education are "owned" by the teacher. 

The banking concept (with its tendency to dichotomize every
thing) distinguishes two stages in the action of the educator. During 
the first, he cognizes a cognizable object while he prepares his~
s.QI1Sjn his study or his ll!boratQfY; during the second, ~ e~Q!mds 

to his students about that object. 'I..h~ ~tnd!"!l.!Ll:lI'~n.ot called upon 
to kn~ but to memorize th~£.QJltents narrated by the teacher. Nor 
dQ the studentsnr.aGJicean~ act ()fcognition, since the object to
wards which that act should be directed is the Plop.eljLof tll~ 

t~~ rather than a medium evol<jJ)g-.the..criti~!YJ:~Jle~tion_Q.fQ.Qth 
teacher.and students. Hence in the name of the "preservation of 
culture and knowledge" we have a system which achieves neither 
true knowledge nor true culture. 

the pro!?lem-posing method do~s not dichotQl!Li?:e Jhe a'p!~y!ty of 
ili~.!e~ch~I:studeJl.t:._she is not "cognitive" at one point and "narra
tive" at another. She is always "cognitive," whether preparing a proj
ect or engaging in dialogue with the students. He does not regard 
cognizable objects as his private property, but as the object of re
flection by himselfand the students. In this way, the problem-posing 
educator constantly re-forms his reflections in the reflection of the 
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students. The s.~g.~!!!r-nolonger docile listeners--are now critical 
cQ:jIJ.Ye~!jgatQrs in dialogue with the teacher. The teacher presents 
the material to the students fur their consideration, and re-considers 
her earlier considerations as the students express their own. The 
role of the problem-posing educator is to create, together with the 
students, the conditions under which knowledge at the level of the 
doxa is superseded by true knowledge, at the level of the logos. 
Wh~r~__ba!!kiI].JL~~,!-c~~i~l!.~e1!Jh~ti~es_ancl!QJljbjts .. creative 

power, probleI'Il-pos!Ilg_~d_'!-~~tiQI!jt!YQ1Ye.s a. constant .Ull\'eil1ng of 
t:e.!ili.t:y. The..formec.aUeJnptsJ.o.maintainthe submersion of con
sciousness, th~.l~tt~r s!rtv~.~ J9J'. t.b~ ~mergence()(~ons~iQl1snes.s.aAd 

c.r!tic~[!1!!~!,ventiQ!!j!L!~~!t;y· 
",.s'tudents, as they are increasingly posed with problems relating 

to themselves in the world and with the world, will feel increasingly 
challenged and obliged to respond to that challenge. Because they 
apprehend the challenge as interrelated to other prQblem...L'Yithjn. a 
tQl&_cQ.l1text, nQW~a...them:.eti~-9.1!.e_~lliln, the resulting comprehen
sion tends to be increasingly critical and thus constantly less alien
ated Their response to the challenge evokes new challenges, 
followed by new understandings; and gradually the students come".....,

to regard themselves as committed. 
tclllcatiQn as tb.e,.m:~£.ti~~ ofj!:~.~clom-as opposed to education 

as the practice of domination-denies that mall is abstract.js9Iat~d, 

independent, .~nd_._urrattached _to the~Qrld; itJ!l.sQ...d~Dies that the 
wvrld exists..as a reality apart from people. Authentic reflection con
siders neither abstract man nor the world without people, but peo
ple in their relations with the world. In these relations consciousness 
and world are simultaneous: consciousness neither precedes the 
world nor follows it. 

La conscience et Ie monde sont dormes d'un meme coup: exte
rieur par essence a la conscience, Ie monde est, par essence 
relatif a elle.8 

8. Sartre, op, cit., p. 32. 
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In one of our culture circles in Chile, the group was discussing 
(based on a codifieation'') the anthropological concept of culture. In 
the midst of the discussion, a peasant who by banking standards was 
completely ignorant said: "Now I see that without man there is no 
world" When the educator responded: "Let's say, for the sake of 
argument, that all the men on earth were to die, but that the earth 
itself remained, together with trees, birds, animals, rivers, seas, the 
stars ... wouldn't all this be a world?" "Oh no," the peasant replied 
emphatically. "There would be no one to say: 'This is a world'." 

The peasant wished to express the idea that there would be lack
ing the consciousness of the world which necessarily implies the 
world of consciousness. I cannot exist without a non-I. In turn, the 
not-I depends on that existence. The world which brings conscious
ness into esistence becomes the world of that consciousness. Hence, 
the previously cited affirmation of Sartre: "La conscience et le monde 
sont dormes d'un meme coup." 

As women and men, simultaneously reflecting on themselves and 
on the world, increase the scope of their perception, they begin to 
direct their observations towards previously inconspicuous phe
nomena: 

In perception properly so-called, as an explicit awareness 
[GewahrenJ, I am turned towards the object, to the paper, for 
instance. I apprehend it as being this here and now. The appre
hension is a singling out, every object having a background in 
experience. Around and about the paper lie books, pencils, ink
well, and so forth, and these in a certain sense are also "per
ceived", perceptually there, in the "field of intuition"; but whilst 
I was turned towards the paper there was no turning in their 
direction, nor any apprehending of them, not even in a second
ary sense. They appeared and yet were not singled out, were 
not posited on their own account. Every perception of a thing 
has such a zone of background intuitions or background aware
ness, if "intuitlng" already includes the state of being turned 
towards, and this also is a "conscious experience", or more briefly 

9. See chapter 3.-Translator's note. 
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a "consciousness of" all indeed that in point of fact lies in the 
co-perceived objective background. 10 

That which had existed objectively but had not been perceived in 
its deeper implications (if indeed it was perceived at all) begins to 
"stand out," assuming the character of a problem and therefore of 
challenge. Thus, men and women begin to single out elements from 
their "background awareness" and to reflect upon them. These ele
ments are now objects of their consideration, and, as such, objects 
of their action and cognition. 

II! problem-posl!lg,.~wIC~pn2..1~eoI!!ELcl~elop their power to per
ceiYe Griy~J!lh~ theUJqY_,t~e..'!. eXisU~ the world with which and in 
Which ~ find themselves;. th~.~to see the world not as a 
static reality, but as aEagtyJn pro~~~s, in traIlsf<?rJJllltion. Although 
the dialectical relations of women and men with the world exist 
independently of how these relations are perceived (or whether or 
not they are perceived at all), it is also true that the form of action 
they adopt is to a large extent a function of how they perceive them
selves in the world. Hence, the teacher-student and the students
teachers reflect simultaneously on themselves and the world without 
dichotomizing this reflection from action, and thus establish an au
thentic form of thought ~nd _actiop.. 

Once again, the two educational concepts and practices under 
analysis come into conflict. Bank!p-~~4qcation (for obvious reasons) 
attempts, by mythict~!1~J~ality, to con~AL~flrtain.Jacts which ex
plain the way human beings exist in the world; prob!e.!l1--=po~ing edu
cation sets.its~lf the t~.k.Qf d_el!1ytl.19logizing. Banking education 
resists dialogue; problem-posing education regards dialogue as in
dispensable to the act of cognition which unveils reality. Banking 
education treats, stqdents as Qbj~~!LQf. ~sistance; problem-posing 
education makesth~nL.cr-!ti£.alJbjnkers. Banking education jnhibits 
creativityanddomesticates (although it cannot completely destroy) 
the inte.n.tkLn..Qllty of consciousness by isolating consciousness from 

10. Edmund Husserl, Ideas-General Introduction to Pure Phenomenology 
(London, 1969), pp. 105-106. 
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the world, thereby denying people their ontological and historical 
vocation of becoming more fully human. Problem-posing education 
bases itself on creaiiV.!tLand stimulates true reflectiQ!1 and action 

---"~-''-~.' --=---_. ,', _.-..- ,--- ,~- .,. - -..-.,- -_._._~.,----

upon re_l!!ity, thereby responding to the vocation of persons as beings 
who are authentic only when engaged in inquiry and creative trans
formation. In sum: banking theory and practice, as immQ12m~!.ng 
and fiJ@ting for.£es, Jail to a~!<!I<?W!e.4ge men and women as historical 
~ings; problem-posing theory and practice t~ke the people's histo
ricJ!yas.Jbejr5Jarting point. 

Problem-posing education affirms men and women as beings in 
the p'IQ>ess ofbe.fQming-as unfinish~d, uncompleted beings in and 
with a likewise unfinished r~.ality. Indeed, in contrast to other ani
mals who are unfinished, but not historical, people know themselves 
to be unfinished; they are awa~Qf their iIl20!llpletion. In this incom
pletion and this awareness lie the very roots of education as an 
exclusively human manifestation. TQe.....!!!!fll!i~hed. cl1w:~<;te~ of hu- .... 
man beings and the tran..s.£onnatioIl~c;haracter of reality necessitate 
that education b~~ILQllgQ!ng.actjYity. 

Education is thus constantly remade in the praxis. In order to be, 
it must become. Its "duration" (in the Bergsonian meaning of the 
word) is found in the interplay of the opposites permanence and 
change.The banking metho.d..!lmpll~i~~sp~rmanenceand becomes 
reactionar:l:':i problem-posing~g!!~l!tiol1-which accepts neither a 
'\yen-beha~~d~,r~ent nor ~~ predetermined future-roots itself in 
~e dynaIE!£J~!ese~t~!!~ becomes revolutionary. 

Problem-posing education is reYQ!utionar~t~:rity. Hence it is 
plQPh~tic (and, as such, hopeful). Hence, it corresponds to the his
torical nature of humankind. Hence, it affirms women and men as 
beings who transc~!1(lJhe!!1selves, who move forward and look 
ahead, for whom immobility represents a fatal threat, for whom 
looking at 'th.~ p~~m!!st onh:J2«LlU!1~ean~~QfJlJ1derstanding more 
clearly what and who they are so that they can more wisely build 
the future. Hence, it identifies with the movement which engages 
people as beings aware of their incompletion-an historical move
ment which has its point of departure, its Subjects and its objective. 
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The point of departure of the movement lies in the people them
selves. But since people do not exist apart from the world, apart 
from reality, the movement must begin with the human-world rela
tionship. Accordingly, the point of departure must always be with 
men and women in the "here and now," which constitutes the situ
ation within which they are submerged, from which they emerge, 
and in which they intervene. Only by starting from this situation
which determines their perception of it-can they begin to move. 
To do this authentically they must perceive their state not as fated 
and unalterable, but merely as limiting-and therefore challenging. 

Whereas the banking method directly or indirectly reinforces 
men's fl:!ta!i..!!ic ~c~Q.tj.o.!l of their situation, the problem-posing 
method pre~~!lt~Jhi~~~~ry si!y.~tiQ!lJ.Q_tb~!!L~~ problem. As the 
situation becomes the object of their cognition, the naive or magical 
perception which produced their fatalism gives way to perception 
which is able to perceive itself even as it perceives reality, and can 
thus be crlti<;lJlly. objective about that reality. 

A deepened consciousness of their situation leads people to ap
prehend that situation as an l:!!!tQ!"~al ~a1.ID' susceptible of transfor
mation. Resignation gives way to the drive for transformation and 
inquiry, over which men feel themselves to be in control. If people, 
as historical beings necessarily engaged with other people in a move
ment of inquiry, did not control that movement, it would be (and 
is) a violation of their humanity. Any situation in which some indi
viduals prevent others from engaging in the process of inquiry is 
one of violence.r'The means used are not important; to alienate 
human beings from their own decision-making is to change them 
into objects. 
v'This movement of inquiry must be directed towards humaniza

tion-the people's historical vocation. The pursuit of full humanity, 
however, cannot be carried out in isolation or individualism, but 
only in feJLowshi[L~Pd.-S.ali.dar!ty; therefore il.£~Q!lQJ Jln(old (n,!h~ 
antagonistic relations between oppressors and oppressed. No one 
can be authentically human while he prevents others from being so. 
Mt~mpting to be more human~_jD9jYidualistically, leads to having 
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mo~!_~gotisti£~y~ a f0rIJ1' Q£ _g~h1Jm~I!!2:.fl.!iQn. Not that it is not 
fu;;'damental to have i-~-order to be human. Precisely because it is 
necessarytsome men's haVing must not be allowed to constitute an 
obstacle to others' having, must not consolidate the power of the 
former to crush the latter. 

f.!.obL~!!!:1?~~ing_~d~cat!~!_ as '.' a humanist and liberating praxis, 
posits as fundamental that the people subjected to domination must 
fight for their emancipation. To that end, it enables teachers and 
students to become Subjects of the educational process by overcom
ing.~uthori.t~ianI~1J1 J!Ild_l!I1 alienating intellectualism; it also enables 
people to overcome their false perception of reality. Tli~_WQrld-no 

longer something to be described with deceptive words-s-becojnes 
t.IDLQ.!?jec.t.Qf th~_t t[a!l.~fQ!J1ltng ac.tion by men and women which 
r<;Lsults i~JPeir humaill~tion. 

P~-J2Q!!ing~c!!l~~tiQn .d()es not .andcannot serve the interests 
of the oppressor. No oppre;si~e-o~dercould permit the oppressed ___·,~~_.,. =_~·"c,"~"" ,~ 

to begin to question: Why? While only a revolutionary society can 
carry out this education in systematic terms, the revolutionary lead
ers need not take full power before they can employ the methodjn, 
~~~J~!iol!.ary process, the 1~.d~rJLc.lLn!1ot-':!tilize t~eJ2aIllsing 
II!~th_Q...das an interim ]!1eas!lr~,. j1J~tIf~_ed QIl grounds of expediency 
with the- ~tentioIl- ~f later behaving in a genuinely revolutionary 
._------__ c__ _ c. .• 

fashion. They must be revolutionary-e-that is to say, dtalogical-c-from 
th~ out~et-- --- --_. -- -". 
-----"...,.... 


